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70, Yanagi-c ho, Saiwai-k u, Kawasaki , Kanagawa , 210, Japan
Hirotsug u Sakata and Takuya Hirayama
Air-cond itioners and Applianc es Engineer ing Laborato ry,
Toshiba Corporat ion
8, Shinsugi ta-cho, Isogo-ku , Yokohama , Kanagawa , 235, Japan
ABSTRACT
A new compress ion mechanism named " helical blade
has
demonstr ated a good performa nce essentia l for a quiet and high
efficien t compress or which can be used in both users and environment friendly systems. The compress or is basically a rotary
and
positive displacem ent type machine which consists of a rotating
cylinder and a rotating rotor piston with a spiral blade.
paper presents a compress ion mechanis m, a theoretic al analysisThis
on
the performa nce and a prototyp e model design and· performa nce.
Testing results have indicated that the performa nce of the prototype model remains nearly the same as that of current models
of
our rolling piston rotary compress ors.
INTRODUCTION
For air-cond itioning and refriger ation, especial ly
for
resident ial use, efficien t and quiet systems are required .
In a
vapor compress ion system in particul ar, performa nce of
compress or affects system efficien cy directly . In the course the
of
the compress or evolutio n. the compress ion mechanism has been
developi ng from the reciproc ating type into the rotary while
the
compress ion cycle from the intermit tent process into the continuous.
The developm ents have made a great contribu tion to accomplishmen t of efficien t and quiet compress ors.
For the past
decade, there have been extensiv e works on the scroll compress
or
in view of its efficien t and smooth operatio n caused with
valveles s mechanism and the well-bal anced rotary motion. Todaythe
a
variety of HVAC applicat ions of the scroll compress or can
be
seen,
since it has proved to develop a better overall performance, namely, higher efficienc y,
lower noise and vibration
Refs. 1-4 ].
This paper presents a new compress ion mechanism named
helical blade
of which over~ll performa nce would possibly
exceed that of the scroll compress or. The compress or is basically a rotary and positive displacem ent machine which consists of
rotating cylinder and a rotating rotor piston with a spirala
blade. A pure rotation of balanced componen ts and a compress
ion
process without suction and discharg e valves can minimize
the
noise and vibratio n levels. The gas in a compress ion chamber
formed between the cylinder , the rotor piston and the spiral
blade can be compress ed while it travels axially from one end
the cylinder to another. Pressure developm ent process can of
be
signific antly varied in accordan ce with shape of the spiral
blade.
This indicate s that the appropri ately design for the
spiral blade can minimize the pressure increase per rotation
and
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the pressure difference between the chambers. As a result of the
smooth and gradual compressio n process, it would be possible to
achieve a high compressio n efficiency .
A prototype helical blade compresso r has heen designed,
The
constructe d and tested to prove these predicted advantage s.
prototype is compact in size since both the cylinder and the
Results show
rotor piston are slender in the axial direction.
that the helical blade compresso r would be a potential compresso r
for air-condi tioning and refrigerat ion applicatio ns.

COMPRESSION MECHANISM AND PRINCIPLE
Three Main Parts
As shown in Fig.l, the helical blade mechanism consists of
three main parts: a cylinder, a rotor piston and a spiral blade.
The rotor piston is a cylindrica l rod with a spiral groove on its
outer surface. The spiral is grooved so that its pitch varies
gradually from one end of the rotor piston to another. The rotor
piston is supported in the bearings so that its axis has an
This arrangeme nt
offset and is parallel to the cylinder axis.
ensures the rotor piston surface keep in contact with the cylinder along the generating line at its bottom. The spiral blade
is made of an elastic material; that can be easily set in the
spira·l groove with the uneven pitch. The spiral blade divides a
space formed between the cylinder and the rotor piston into
several compartme nts acting as a compressio n chamber. The spiral
blade moves freely in the groove so that it could keep a good
contact with the cylinder surface and serve as a partition between the individua l chambers.
Figure 2 is a simplified version of a compressio n chamber
As shown in Fig.2, the compressio n chamber could be
model.
considered a single turn of a spiral volume which winds around
the rotor piston. The volume of the compressio n chamber can be
reduced from the suction side to the discharge side since the
pitch of the groove decreases in the axial direction.
Compressi on Process

Figure 3 depicts a simplified model of the compressio n
process. The rotor piston wound with the spiral blade is rotated
such that the rotor piston surface is in contact with the cylinder along the generating line at its bottom. A primary compression chamber is formed when a starting point of·the spiral comes
to the tangent at the contact point between the rotor piston and
the cylinder surface as shown in Fig.3 (a). The refrigeran t gas
taken into the primary compressio n chamber moves from the suction
side to the discharge side owing to the spiral blade as the rotor
piston is rotated. When the gas in a chamber is forced into the
it can be compressed because the volume of the
next chamber,
As the
next chamber is less than that of the preceding one.
rotor piston is rotated further, the gas is driven into another
chamber with less volume and compressed to a higher pressure
In practice, both the rotor piston and the cylinder are
level.
rotated synchrono usly in order to reduce the friction loss behelical
in
tween the spiral blade and the cylinder. Thus,
compressio n mechanism , the compressio n process takes
blade
place continuou sly in the different compressio n chambers without
any valve mechanism s.
Volume and Pressure of Compressio n Chambers
Figure 4 shows a simplified model of the compressio n chamber
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represent~d
in a cylindrical coordinate system ( r, e , z· ) .
The
z-plane 1s the plane which contains· the starting point of the
spiral and is perpendicular to the z-axis, the axis of the rotor
piston.
Figure 4(a) and 4(b) depict the situation in the model
at the moment when the primary compression chamber is formed and
the projection on the z-plane; respectively. The situation at
the moment when the rotor piston rotates an angle· a from the
position shown in Fig.4(a) is given in Fig.4(c). The thickness
of the spiral blade is neglected in these figures. The displacement volume Vs, defined by the volume of the primary compression
chamber, is gl ven by,
Vs=
H (9) dS

flit

8=0

where
e is & phase angle measured from the point of contact
between the rotor piston and the cylinder on the z-plane, H(9) is
a pitch of the spiral and dS is a small increment of the area
between the rotor piston and the cylinder at an angle e , which
&re given in APPENDIX A.
The volume of a compression chamber can be given by V( a),
the volume of the compression chamber having rotated an angle a
from the position where the primary compression chamber forms.
V(a) can be' written as follows.
See APPENDIX B.

v (a

l = fl1T.

Je=o

H

(

e

+ a l d S

Let us assume that a polytropic compression takes place
process, then the pressure P(a) is given by
P (a) =Ps (Vs/V (a)

in

the

J''-

where Ps is the suction pressure and n is the polytropic coefficient.
The pressure difference between two neighboring compression
chambers,6 P, may be written as
6P=P (a+2n:) - P (a)
Suppose that the gas begins to discharge when the rotor piston
rotates a 0 then the compression ratio E can be calculated by
E=

(Vs/V (ao) ln.

Relations obtained here indicate that the displacement volume,
the compression ratio and the pressure development process could
be properly designed by optimizing the design parameter such as
the radius of the rotor piston and the cylinder, the pitch of the
spiral and the rotation angle to discharge.
FEATURES
The helical olade mechanism and the scroll mechanism seem to
have similarity in their basic mechanisms :
(1) a valveless
mechanism, (2) a simultaneous compression in different compression chambers,
(3) small number of parts. However the helical
blade mechanism could present marked functional features which
make the helical blade compressor competitive with the scroll.
High ComPression Efficiency
Figure 5 is a typical pressure development process calculated for the rolling piston, the scroll and the helical blade
mechanism.
The helical blade mechanism requires several rotations for completion of its compression process.
It is indicated
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that the pressure builds up more gradually and the pressure
difference between the neighborin g chambers,~ p, is minimum in
It would be possible to design the
the helical blade mechanism .
pressure increase per rotation and the pressure difference in a
more flexible manner by changing the pitch and the number of turn
of the spiral. The design flexibilit y could provide the most
suitable process to minimize gas leakage, and hence, to improve
In the scroll mechanism , the pressure developme nt
effi_cienc y.
There
geometry.
proce~s is fixed due to the scroll wrap profile
are some difficulti es in minimizin g gas leakage because of a
tight tolerance in the pitch of the scroll wrap and in preventing
over-comp ression because of a design limit of the discharge
It is considered that the helical blade mechanism could
passage.
provide a higher compressio n efficiency than the scroll.
Low Noise and Vibration
The motion of the helical blade mechanism is a pure rotation
of dynamical ly balanced component s. Pressure increase rate per
rotation can be made small so that the variation in the compression torque can be minimized . An example of a calculated torque
variation for the helical blade mechanism is shown in Fig.6 as
The torque
compared with the rolling piston and the scroll.
variation for the helical blade mechanism is about 1/3 as much as
It is considered that further
that for the scroll mechanism .
significa nt reduction of the torque variation could be achieved
by optimizin g the pressure developme nt process. The above-men tioned features and the valveless st~ucture would provide a
better performan ce with low noise and vibration .
Compactne ss
The shape of the helical blade mechanism is slender in the
axial direction and a compact compresso r can be constructe d in
combinatio n with a motor.
PRACTICAL APPLICATION TO COMPRESSORS
Construct ion of Compresso rs
A prototype compresso r has been designed and tested in order
to prove the results of the foregoing discussion on performanc e
of the helical blade compressio n mechanism . Figure 7 illustrate s
a design of the prototype compresso r for refrigerat or applicaHere a~e given some of the design considera tions.
tion.
(1) The compressio n section of this compresso r is assembled
within the motor rotor for it to be slender in the axial direction, and therefore , compresso rs can be made compact.
(2) The cylinder and the rotor piston are separately supported in
the two independe nt bearings, both of which are housed in the
casing.
(3) The driving torque of the cylinder, fixed in the motor roto~,
is t~ansmitted to the rotor piston by means of Oldh&m mechanism .
The rotor piston rotates synchrono usly with the cylinder whose
axis is off set to the rotor piston axis.
The
(4) The prototype compresso r is of a high pressure type.
suction gas is introduced into the compressio n section and the
discharge d gas fills inside the casing. This offers some advantages in oil managemen t and efficiency .
Performan ce
The data of Table 1 are intended to show only relative
performan ces of the prototype compresso r and current models of
our rolling piston rotary compresso r. As shown in Table 1, the
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COP of the prototype compressor is nearly the same as that of the
rolling piston rotary compressor and the noise and vibration
levels of the prototype are appro~imately half as much as those
of the rolling piston rotary compressor. Mechanisms responsible
for the better performances the prototype has exhibited are not
yet established.
It would appear correct to state that the more
gradual pressure increase as well as the low torque variation
could account for outstanding features.
CONCLUSION
A new compression mechanism named " helical blade
has
demonstrated a good performance essential for a quiet and high
efficient compressor. The compressor is basically a rotary and
positive displacement type machine which consists of a rotating
cylinder,
a rotating rotor piston with a spiral blade.
Testing
results indicate that the performance of the prototype is nearly
the same as that of current models of our rolling piston rotary
compressor.
The gradual pressure increase and the low torque
variation during the compression process would account for the
better performance. Although much work is to be done for improving its reliability, it is considered that the helical blade
mechanism would be a viable technology.
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Comparison of typical performances

Table 1

Relative
COP

Relative
noise level

Relative
vibration level

1

B a s e

1

Commercialized rollingpiston rotary compressor
Prototype helical blade
compressor

1.

0.

-3dB

0 2

5 3

APPENDIX A
Displacement Volume Vs
from
In Fig.4 (a), a function f which means the distance
the z-plane at any place on the spiral blade is defined by the
following equation.
z=f

({J+2i-n:)

(i=O.

l,

2.

···)

where 8 is a phase angle measured from the point of contact
tween the rotor piston and the cylinder on the z-plane.

be-

In the primary compression chamber, a pitch of the spiral at
angle {J is: ·

any

H

(8+2-n:) - f

(8) = f

(8)

In Fig.4 (b), the projected area surrounded
and the cylinder on the Z-plane is:
S ( fJ )

wheref3

=f)-

= ~ (P R

s i n-l (

_g_

by the

rotor piston

c 2 - fJ R r 2 - e R c s i n /3 )
sin

{J ),

e=Rc-Rr, Rc is the radius

of

Rc

the cylinder, and Rr is the radius of the rotor piston.
An infinitely small volume dV at any angle 8 is:
dV=H (8))( [S ({J+d{J) -S ( 8 ) ]
sum of the
The volume of the compression chamber is the total
volume
infinitely small volume, and therefore, the displacement
Vs is:
H <e l d s
Vs

=J.2TT..

13=0

APPENDIX B
Volume of the Compression Chamber Having Rotated an Angle a
In Fig.4 (c), the distance from the z-plane at any place
the spiral blade is defined by the following equation.
i : O , 1, 2, ·")
z = f (8+a+2i-n: )
In the compression chamber having rotated an angle a
of the spiral at any angle e is:
H (e+a) =f (8+a+2-n:) - f (fJ+a)
The volume of the compression chamber is:

.l R.
V (a}=

J8=0

H ({J+a) dS
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